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Following a two-year prison stint, Walker Walker returns to his family’s New Mexico ranch, where Lee 
Ann, his pious older sister, is dreading his arrival and the chaos he’s sure to create. Lee Ann is busy car-
ing for their ailing mother, raising two sons, and grappling with unethical workplace demands at the 
county commissioner’s office when Walker shows up with a cooler of beer and a bouquet of flowers and 
immediately takes to his old ways, instigating a property scam with his ex-wife, Danielle, and his former 
cellmate. 

Wanting nothing more than a life of peace and predictability, Lee Ann attempts to distance herself from 
her younger brother’s antics but quickly realizes her marriage is at stake—and that Walker has crossed 
a line he’s never breached before. As Walker’s reckless life careens into Lee Ann’s careful one, a drastic 
transformation of beliefs, identities, and relationships ensues. A spirited and richly depicted debut, Alibi 
Creek explores the weight of sibling bonds, the healing power of place, and one woman’s rebirth in the 
wild and fragile landscape surrounding the small-town Southwest. 

“Magennis captures the grit and sinew of men and women raised in the hardscrabble West...as authentic as 
the sagebrush of the western landscape.”  

—SANDRA DALLAS, New York Times bestselling author of The Last Midwife
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Praise for Alibi Creek
“Alibi Creek is superb, spellbinding…[Magennis’s] imagery and its foreshadowing impact echoes the 
cumulative practice of a well-honed artistic eye.” 
—THE UTAH REVIEW

“Magennis brings a kind of poetic excitement to the landscape from the very first page…she has a talent 
for crisp dialogue, tight narrative and vivid characterization.”
—ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL

“Something of a southwestern gothic, drawing inspiration from the spare depictions of the West in the 
novels of Annie Proulx and its familial drama from the likes of Faulkner, O’Connor, and their ilk…excels 
in its open-eyed portrayals of a land largely left untamed.” 
—KIRKUS REVIEWS

“A saga set in the wilds of New Mexico…Lee Ann is a heroine readers will root for.”
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Magennis is a yarn spinner with a passion for the southwestern wilderness, the people who inhabit un-
limited space, and drama created in a setting that allows for complete freedom. A book that will take you 
to a wild place, seldom visited and captivatingly portrayed.”
—JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN, author of Song of the Shank and Rails Under My Back

“...a novel about boundaries and belonging and facing up to when the old excuses no longer wash.”  
—CHARLIE QUIMBY, author of Monument Road and Inhabited

“This stunning debut transforms and arrests the reader. The story stays with you long after you turn the 
last page.”   
—LIBBY FLORES, PEN Center USA

Bev Magennis was born in Toronto, Canada, and immigrated to the United 
States in 1964. She received her MA in Art from the Claremont Graduate 
School, Claremont, California. After a thirty-five-year career as an artist, 
she started writing, inspired by the land and people in the New Mexico wil-
derness where she lived for seventeen years. Magennis is an alumna of the 
Iowa Writers’ Workshop Summer Graduate Class and recipient of a Pen USA 
Emerging Voices Fellowship and a Norman Mailer Writers Colony Fiction 
Fellowship. She lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

About Bev Magennis

High Country News feature on Bev Magennis: http://ow.ly/TjG2o

BevMagennis.com

PEN Center USA’s Bookmark This blog features Bev Magennis on shifting 
from art to writing: http://ow.ly/TjH6X
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A Few Questions for Bev
When and why did you switch from visual art to writing?
I was born and raised in Toronto, always considered myself a city girl. When I was forty-nine I had to have 
surgery, and afterwards I asked myself what I would have missed in life had I died. The answer was nature. 
Not long after that I got a fortune cookie in a Chinese restaurant that said, “Find a hobby. It will relax your 
nerves.” I started hiking all over New Mexico, which eventually led to my ex-husband and I building our own 
home between the Apache National Forest the Gila Wilderness. 

I was a visual artist when I moved there, but after several years, the dramatic landscape and characters 
captured my imagination and I felt compelled to write about some of the county’s unsolved crimes, not 
as mystery, but as literary fiction. I didn’t know how to write, but began and got hooked. I applied for a 
couple of fellowships and studied the craft of writing, which eventually led to getting an agent at a con-
ference called Women Writing the West in Albuquerque. After years of writing, a theme emerged: that of 
isolation – physical, psychological and spiritual – sometimes beautiful, sometimes ugly, sometimes elevat-
ing and sometimes damning. 

What was it about the New Mexico wilderness that compelled you to write?
The region is remote, vast, and encompasses plains and mountains, rivers and arroyos, mesas and vistas 
that include untouched land in every direction. Three thousand people and ten thousand elk inhabit seven 
thousand square miles. The largest town and county seat is 396 people. At night the sky doesn’t brighten on 
any horizon from a metropolis or from one traffic light. An outlaw element remains, captured in dilapidated 
log cabins built centuries ago. The land calls to the adventurer, the explorer, the hunter and gatherer. The 
place has its own law and is isolated from civilization by people who choose to keep it that way. Animals 
date and mate in hundreds of miles of national forest. There are no building codes, and not one traffic light 
or fast food restaurant. People still smoke in the restaurant and bar, still poach game, still settle disputes 
with fistfights and firearms. It is a wild place and there are few of them left. 

My stories are about people, and the place they occupy is crucial to who they are, how they think and react 
while perpetuating the traditions and histories they carry. The land has shaped them and they move about 
comfortably, driving great distances and thinking nothing of it, telling time by the sun’s position. They are 
usually more interested in animals than people, note the date of the first and last frost, watch the sky for 
impending weather and thrive on gossip. Isolation breeds eccentric behavior and that, too, is accepted as 
part of the place. 

Is there a character in Alibi Creek that you particularly like or identify with?
At first I related to Walker. Originally, the book was to be about him, but my agent and editor pointed out 
that he remains an asshole throughout, and it is his sister, Lee Ann, who experiences a transformation that 
changes her life. Even so, my heart stayed with Walker—the way his mind is never still. He’s always think-
ing, but his thoughts are ridiculous and pass through quickly and move on, kind of like my own. His spirit 
won’t quit. He can’t be tamed. He’s on this planet to spin out. 
As I developed Lee Ann’s character, I began to sympathize with her desire to be good. Questions came up: is 
being a martyr good? Is denying the truth for the sake of peace good? Is blind faith good? I developed empa-
thy for her struggle. Not being a martyr, I can’t say I didn’t feel impatient with her, but I ended up respecting 
her effort and toward the end found myself cheering her on when she gives up religious dogma and draws 
on her own inner strength.

Who are your literary role models?
My two main literary role models are Larry Brown and Moritz Thomsen. Other influences have been Rus-
sell Banks, Pete Dexter, Annie Proulx, and Willa Cather.



Torrey House Press is an independent nonprofit publisher promoting environmental 
conservation through literature. We believe that culture is changed through conver-
sation and that lively, contemporary literature is the cutting edge of social change. We 
strive to identify exceptional writers, nurture their work, and engage the widest pos-
sible audience; to publish diverse voices with transformative stories that illuminate 
important facets of our ever-changing planet; to develop literary resources for the 
conservation movement, educating and entertaining readers, inspiring action.
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